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ASDA (HIGHBRIDGE.)
I can now confirm that the 19th of May is definitely a date for your 

diaries, as I have written confirmation on this, we can display our bikes, 
promote the Group as well as, collect & sell merchandise for the Dorset & 
Somerset Air Ambulance, between 10am & 4pm on this date. 
MORSE’S MOTORCYCLES.

Now V & J Superbikes, or any other part of the V & J Group no 
longer exist, I have been talking with John & Alex Morse, who have agreed 
to help the group as much as they possibly can, so I hope all group members 
will return the favour and support them.
THANK YOU.

I wish to thank those that contributed to the cost of the radio’s for the 
group.
RADIOS.

I was hoping to have a final figure on this by now, but they seem slow 
in responding to emails, so if I haven’t got any discount on these by the end 
of the week, I will be going a head and ordering these at the normal price, as 
I would like to have them fully operational by our Easter Fancy Dress run.
EASTER RUN POSTERS.

The Easter Fancy Dress Run posters are now available, (and yes the 
date is right on these, please would all members please help advertise this 
event, by taking a poster or two or more but please don’t take more than you 
require.
SOMERSET MOTORCYCLE GROUP BIKE SHOW.

Unfortunately I don’t think this will be going ahead this year, but 
hopefully we can do something for next year. 
ISLE OF WIGHT TRIP.

I have managed to negotiate with Wightlink ferries a price of £22 per 
bike for this year regardless, if you have a pillion or not. This I was very 



surprised at with the cost of fuel going up, that is £3 a bike cheaper than last 
year. I must admit though they did take a bit of persuading this year.

With the discount on the holiday and the discount on the ferry it works 
out to a total saving of roughly £102.00 per person for the weekend. (It’s a 
shame I can’t get discount on the fuel for the bikes, but unfortunately that is 
beyond my capabilities.)
WEST SOMERSET RAILWAY TRIP.

I am still in negotiations with the West Somerset Railway on this but I 
am getting some positive feedback from them, they are also looking to see if 
they can arrange for a secure area to park our bikes while we are on the trip.
RIDE OUT SUGGESTIONS. 

Would all group members please collect a suggestion form from 
myself or Moira and enter the suggestions on it, and hand them in at the end 
of the night. Myself and Moira will go through them and I will text you the 
results of the most popular.
SUPPORTERS GROUP.

It is becoming more and more noticeable now that there are a lot of 
people out there that are interested in motorbikes, but either can’t afford 
them or for some reason or other can no longer ride one. Well as I have been 
told on several occassions now, there is nothing for them to do to get 
involved with bike clubs or groups, so how would you feel about helping me 
get a Somerset Motorcycle Group, supporters group going?

They could help us out by collecting money, marshalling the starts of 
any ride outs, and join in our social events, plus other things along the way. 
But don’t get me wrong they will be treated like any other member of the 
group, at all times.

Norman  Templeman. Spokesperson & Press Officer


